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Centrul de Ecologie Montană (CEM), in partnership with the Fundata Town Hall, implemented the project
Conservation of agro-pastoral landscape and biodiversity in the Fundata and Moieciu de Sus area, during March
2015 - April 2016. The project was financed by EEA grants 2009 – 2014, through the NGO Fund in Romania,
Sustainable Development Component, with a non-reimbursable grant of 143,695.30 EUR.
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ECOTOURISM ROUTES
Summer or winter, you are invited to enjoy a
walk on the marked trails, across meadows
and forests, dotted with huts and houses that
you will remember.
The beauty of the 9 ecotourism routes
is unique, up and down through nearby
villages: Fundata, Şirnea and Moieciu de
Sus, discovering the natural and traditional
environment at the foothills of the Bucegi,
Leaota and Piatra Craiului Mountains.
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You will be able to explore the scenery, diverse
habitats, the local architecture, the history of
these places and ancient crafts and attractions
such as the Bottomless Lake and especially the
people who have contributed to the creation
and the maintenance of this agro-pastoral
landscape - an open-air museum along the
trails that is still inhabited.
Explore the routes either by walking, running,
even biking or, when the snow is suitable in
winter, on skis.
Enter the scenery!
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General map for Eco-tourism routes
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T1 - Wandering through Şirnea, 8.7km
Route description
The circuit route begins in the center of
Şirnea village. The rout starts on the road
to towards Ciocanu village, where you can
stop by the Şirnea Ethnographic Museum to
discover part of the local history.
The trail continues gently on a picturesque
country road, with a great view over Bucegi
Mountains until it meets the touristic mark
red stripe and turns left between the houses,
and after a few hundred meters the route
turns left again, leaving the red stripe.
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A traditional house is right next to the path,
where you can taste traditional culinary
products (different types of cheese).
The road begins to descend and the
landscape changes: limestone formations
prevail, culminating with the The Devil’s
Stone.
The route crosses the county road and
continues on an easy road ascending to the
Crai Nou guest house.
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T1 - Wandering through Şirnea, 8.7km
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Marioara Voinescu’s embroidery workshop, Şirnea
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Elena Calaican’s weaving workshop, Șirnea
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Mounting wooden shingles on the roof, Șirnea
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From here on, you have a panoramic view
of the Bucegi and Piatra Craiului Mountains.
Towards the end of the route, we pass a
sheepfold that still retains traditional pastoral
habits. After a few short ascents, the trail
begins to descend to the village center, where
the travelers can cool off with cold water from
the spring.
The blue hiker sign permanently accompanies
the traveler on this route and the two parts of
the trail separated at the middle by the valley
and the county road offer a good overview of
the entire circuit. Optionally, you can continue
walking on the county road from The Devil’s
Stone to the national road, known as Şirnii
Road.
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T2 - Out and about in Fundata, 8.6km

Route description
The route starts in front of the Fundata City
Hall, on the country road, to the right, and
returns to the starting point on a dirt road. It
is a route with a low degree of difficulty, for
hikers of all ages and families with children.
At the start of the route, the hiker can make
a refreshing supply of water from the Roii
Fountain and then continue on the asphalt
road that reveals the character of Fundata,
which we discover to be a scattered village.

The road winds through the hills
and limestone hillocks reaching the
School in Fundata. On the right side,
the valley (Padina Lungă) opens with
a great view of the Leaota and Bucegi
Mountains and the ridge between
them.
The asphalt road goes up and down,
and scattered in a pleasant harmony,
there are guest houses, traditional
houses and well maintained meadows.
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T2 - Out and about in Fundata, 8.6km
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At the junction with a wooden cross, the route
continues to the left, on a slightly climbing dirt
road, with meadows on both sides and stone
fences that border properties. After crossing
a pine forest, the route approaches Cheile
Grădistei-Fundata Resort, where you can take
a detour to the restaurant or to the winter and
summer sport tracks.
From here on, the route continues on a dirt
road, among scattered houses, where it passes
hillocks and limestone formations surrounded
by meadows and patches of woods.
The red hiker sign accompanies the traveler
on this route, which is parallel to the national
road which is joined at the end.
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Route description

T3 - A walk through Andole, 8.3km

The route marked with the blue hiker sign begins
in the center of Moieciu de Sus and continues on
the dirt road to the church and then windingly
ascends towards Inspector Tișcă’s House, one of
the few houses left in the village with an inner
courtyard, a defense structure specific to the
area.
The walk continues to the right to a succession
of meadows, called Poiana Andolia maintained
in good condition, and of impressive size.
Towards the end of the meadows, the view
opens to Piatra Craiului Mountains. Then it goes
up and down through the Magistrate’s Forest
and reaches a fairly wide clearing scattered with
large trees.
From here, the trail turns left and steeply ascends the old gravel road, which connected the
Cheia and Fundata settelements, to the current
Cheile Gradistei-Fundata Resort. At the end of
the climb the hiker meets a forest road which
should be followed to the left.
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T3 - A walk through Andole, 8.3km
After a short period of time the route exits
the dense forest and the view opens up
to the cross country ski tracks and wellmaintained meadow. The route slowly
descends between the few houses to
the center of Fundata, where it meets
the asphalt road and continues slightly
downhill.
Near the church, at the bend of the road,
our route leaves the asphalt road and
continues on a dirt road to the left, through
the opening to the Bucegi Mountains and
the old path connecting Moieciu de Sus
and Fundata. The valley constantly widens,
offering amazing views to the Gaura Valley
in the Bucegi Mountains. You are welcomed
to visit Stoian Family’s Old House, converted
into a museum with a large collection of
traditional items.
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Museum house of Stoian family, Fundata
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The route descends further and at the first
meadow it turns left through the woods.
The valley is dominated on the left side by
impressive limestone formations, which
reveal the geological origin of this relief. The
path continues easily through the forest until
it reaches the pastures and Inspector Tișcă’s
House again, a place with a panorama over
the main valleys of Moieciu de Sus and the
Leaota and Bucegi Mountains, and ends on
the same winding road leading to the village
center.
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Route description
T4 - Wandering through Fundățica, 12.7km

The route starts on the asphalt road on the
Popii Valley, and after 300m it starts to climb
the steep slope on the right called Bălan’s
Coast. The meadows are bordered at the top
of the hillside by Pițigoi‘s Corner, a limestone
scree with geological importance.
This ridge has particular historical significance
because it used to be the border between the
Empire (Austro-Hungarian) and the Kingdom
(Romania). The route continues with the green
hiker sign on the ridge on a gravel road until it
reaches a large pasture area, Șleaul Mândrului.
The route gently ascends in a beautiful forest
until it reaches a clearing called La Mândru,
where the elders say that long ago there used
to be an inhabited settlement.
The path continues ascending until it meets
the touristic route red stripe and follows a
pleasant descent on a forest road until it
meets the county road and continues on it
toward the church. From the road you can see
the alternation of meadows, patches of pines
and limestone hillocks specific to this area.
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T4 - Wandering through Fundățica, 12.7km
At the junction with the asphalt
road, the route continues straight
on the gravel road between
the houses, and after a brief
but sustained climb it comes
back on the asphalt and goes
right through the old houses,
meadows and guest houses.
Near the church, at the bend of
the road, the route leaves the
asphalt road and continues on a
dirt road to the left, looking up we
can now see the Bucegi Mountains
and the old path connecting
Moieciu de Sus and Fundata.
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Stoian family mowing the after-grass*, Fundata

Tanti Maria spinning wool, Fundata

Quilt crafter Genovica, Fundata
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*After-grass – the second crop of grass
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The valley constantly widens, offering
amazing views to the Gaura Valley in the
Bucegi Mountains. You are welcomed to visit
Stoian Family’s Old House, converted into a
museum with a large collection of traditional
items. The valley is dominated on the left side
by impressive limestone formations, which
reveal the geological origin of this relief.
The route descends directly into the woods,
following the dry valley, and quickly reaches
the departure point on Popii Valley.
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T5 - The Bottomless Lake, 13.6km

Route description
The route marked by the orange hiker
sign starts from Fundata City Hall turning
right and continuing on the touristic trail
red stripe. It follows a smooth descent
on a dirt road scattered with lime stones,
going through an area of meadows and
pastures until it meets with the county
road and turns right. From here on we
cross an open-air village museum, still
inhabited, with household dependencies
which largely retain elements of traditional
architecture.

At the end of this residential area the route
turns left on a slightly climbing road, crossing
forest exploitation areas, and continues
left on the bank of a broad valley. From this
road, on the other side of the valley, we can
glimpse the so-called Bottomless Lake crater, a
collapsed sinkhole communicating with other
karst formations in the area.
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T5 - The Bottomless Lake, 13.6km
A small detour will take the hiker
to the lake. From here the route
reaches the Rudăriţa Valley and
continues left on a forest road
sometimes bordered by rock walls.
It arrives at the Tree Adventure
Park, a recreational area built in
the trees and a small ski slope.
The trail continues on the dirt road
through the forest and then on
the asphalt road to the church in
Fundata.
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Preparation of cheese at Claudiu Oncioiu, Fundățica
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The crafting of shingles
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Our path then follows a route that
combines areas of pasture and grassland,
with old houses and new buildings,
situated in the typical surroundings of a
scattered village.
The route continues on the asphalt road
until it reaches the starting point. The
traveler can admire the scenery of the
mountains surrounding the area, and the
limestone formation specific to the region.
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T6 - Across the border in Șleaul Mândrului, 10.6km

Route description
The route marked by the yellow hiker sign begins
in the center of Moieciu de Sus and continues on
the Popii Valley, on the winding road, between the
local homes alternating with new guest houses.
Outside the village the road runs through a pasture
with forest on one side and the river on the other.
The rout crosses the river on a wooden bridge and
continues with a sustained climb to the meadow La
Mândru where the elders say that long ago there
used to be an inhabited settlement. From this
meadow it continues to the right, and after several
patches of forest it reaches a broad pasture, Șleaul
Mândrului.
The route continues on the ridge road which has
particular historical significance because it used
to border between the Empire (Austro-Hungarian)
and the Kingdom (Romania). At the junction with
the trail that descends to Moieciu, it turns left and
descends on a gravel road to Fundata.
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T6 - Across the border in Șleaul Mândrului, 10.6km
The route winds between traditional houses
and at the junction with the asphalt road the
hiker crosses the former border again.
The route passes by the Old Church and the
Cultural House from Fundata and turns right to
Moieciu de Sus, continuing on a dirt road to the
left, through the opening to Bucegi Mountains,
the old path connecting Moieciu de Sus and
Fundata.
The valley constantly widens, offering amazing
views to the Gaura Valley in Bucegi Mountains.
You are welcomed to visit Stoian Family’s Old
House, converted into a museum with a large
collection of traditional items.
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Old man Gentoi, a living legend, Fundata

“… on this road you
needed a passport”

Zenofe, carpenter in his workshop, Fundata
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The route descends further and at the
first meadow it turns left into the woods.
The valley is dominated on the left side by
impressive limestone formations, which
reveal the geological origin of this relief.
The path continues steadily through the
forest until it reaches the pastures and
Inspector Tișcă’s House, again, where we
have a panorama over the main valleys of
Moieciu de Sus and the Leaota and Bucegi
Mountains, and ends on the winding road
to the central area.
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Route description
T7 - Strolling through Giuvala Customs, 6.1km

The route marked by the green hiker sign
begins in front of the Fundata City Hall and
turns left following the national road for a
short distance. The route descends on the
right into a pasture scattered with boulders
and continues on an animal’s path until
it reaches a broad pasture between two
forested peaks.
The rout continues with a short ascent, on
the right, until it reaches the Old Customs
Giuvala, the checkpoint for crossing between
former boundaries, where the remains of old
buildings are still present.
This part of the route is common with The
Bran Road, the main road between the
two geographical areas, Transylvania and
Wallachia, since the Roman times. For a short
period of time it continues on the national
road and turns left on a wider path through
meadows and pastures.
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T7 - Strolling through Giuvala Customs, 6.1km
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After a steep descent through the forest the
route reaches a dirt road above Şirnii Road, and
continues on it slightly to the left. The route
reaches several houses and isolated shelters
and continues to the left on the touristic route
red stripe. The view surprisingly opens to
the Dâmboviţei Gorge and hill formations of
Rucăr Corridor.
The road turns into an enjoyable path and
continues through the woods on a vale until
it reaches the pasture we initially passed
through. It continues on the animal’s path
through the stony pasture back to the national
road.
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T8 - On the Bisericuța Ridge, 10.1km

Route description
The route marked by the red hiker sign starts
behind the Cultural House in Moieciu de Sus
through a steep climb. It crosses meadows
separated by fences, and the sight remains
fixed on the Bucegi Mountains which
dominate the landscape. The climb becomes
milder and the route reaches a small plateau
bordered by a rock formation on the left,
Bisericuța Peak.
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T8 - On the Bisericuța Ridge, 10.1km
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Photographer Laurent Jouault, Moieciu de Sus
The little shepherd with his best friend, Moieciu de Sus
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The route continues along the path on the
Bărbulețului Ridge in a succession of small
ascents and descents through the meadows
surrounded by fences and patches of trees.
Where the path meets the forest, the route
descends steeply to the left, toward the edge
of the village and continues to the left on
the street to the village center. After about 1
km, next to Taverna Moieciu guesthouse, the
route ascends on the right to Plaiul Plesii.
The route continues on the Long Ridge, an old
trail used by locals to and from the mountain,
parallel with the village until it reaches Ziliştea
Corner, a well-maintained area with meadows
and shelters for animals. It continues on the
ridge through patches of forest, until the
junction with a wide valley on the left which
descends smoothly towards Moieciu. The
hiker follows this path, crossing forest areas
and a shaded valley until it reaches a trail
that descends smoothly to the village center
behind the school.
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Route description

T9 - To the Amphitheater, 10.5km

The route marked by the red hiker sign begins in
the center of Moieciu de Sus and continues on
the dirt road to the church and then windingly
ascends towards Inspector Tișcă’s House, one of
the few houses left in the village with an inner
courtyard.
The walk continues to the right to a succession
of meadows, called Poiana Andolia of impressive
size and maintained in good condition.
Towards the end of the meadows, the view
opens up to the Piatra Craiului Mountains. It
then goes up and down through the Magistrate’
Forest, where it begins the descent towards
Cheile Gradistei-Moieciu Resort.
The route crosses the river and continues left on
the asphalt road through the Grădiştei Gorge,
which border the road for a short period. At
the first turn, the route leaves the asphalt road
and continues to the right on a steep dirt road
among some old houses and guest houses, to
the Sumedreştilor hillside of the Long Ridge.
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T9 - To the Amphitheater, 10.5km
T he road ascends gently to the Cremenii Hill,
a place with traces of an ancient settlements
dating back to prehistoric period. It reaches a
plateau called the Transylvania Amphitheatre,
dominated by a house with unusual shape,
which resembles a mountain.
This assemble is completed by a few huts
pleasantly refurbished but keeping the original
structure and some traditional elements.
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Scything in Moieciu de Sus
Robu family turning the hay, Moieciu de Sus
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The route continues straight ahead on
the ridge, with a panoramic view towards
Bucegi Mountains, until the junction with
a wide valley on the left which descends
smoothly towards Moieciu.
The hiker follows this path, crossing forest
areas and a shaded valley until it reaches a
trail that descends smoothly to the village
center behind the school.
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At Chișătoare

For the groundwater springs with high
concentration of calcium carbonate (CaCO3),
the physical loss of carbon dioxide (the effect
of soda bottles) results among others from
raising the average temperature of water
during summer.

plants - moss - that retain carbon dioxide (CO2)
through assimilation from the water causes a
chemical reaction leading to the extraction of
calcium carbonate on the surface of leaves. In
time the plant embeds in a crust and calcifies,
forming the limestone tuff.

Such supersaturated water in Ca (HCO3)
flows downwards and creates a basic survival
environment for the micro ecosystem (flora).
In such an isolated environment, the grown
flora can survive only in this place. A few
meters in are enough to realize that the
ecosystem cannot be found elsewhere.

In certain regions of the world, the tuff
ecosystems reach a thickness of tens of
meters and a surface of several hundred
square km. Due to the rapid and effective
growth, the limestone tuff is actually a rich
geological archive that preserves the stages of
development, in terms of flora, fauna, hydro
chemical, climate and even archaeological, of
the site where it is formed.

This ecosystem represented by specialized
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SPORT ACTIVITIES
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Race description
Mountain Running – EcoMarathon Moieciu de Sus
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The EcoMarathon Moieciu de Sus project
was born from our passion for the mountains,
nature and running, and the enthusiasm of all
involved, especially the participants.
The initial objectives with which we started this
project remain the most motivating things:

Together we managed to make this event one
of the most anticipated races of the year, we
managed to help people discover the joy of
mountain running and the beauty of hiking in
Moieciu and Fundata or the mountain paths
from Bucegi and Piatra Craiului.

The initial objectives with which we started this
project remain the most motivating things:
• to promote sport and outdoor activities;
• the protection and the touristic marking of
the trails from Bran-Moieciu;
• eco-touristic development of the area;
• sustainable development and ecosystem
protection;
• education through sport, respect for nature,
local community awareness.

The event is held every year at the beginning
of May.
The natural environment where it takes place,
the snowy landscapes of the alpine ridge, the
particularity of the route through the unique
shape of a clover, the ascents and descents
alternation are some of the most popular
features of the EcoMarathon.
The EcoMarathon competition includes
three distinct races suited for outdoor and
mountain lovers.
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EcoMarathon Route

LOOP 2

LOOP 3

LOOP 1
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EcoMarathon

EcoCross

The EcoMarathon race is a
competition for advanced runners
and those who wish to exceed
their limits. It is a race on the
classic distance of 42km, with a
2400m positive/ negative gain, 9h
time limit, with the start and the
finish line in Moieciu de Sus.

EcoCross: This competition is
for those who prefer shorter
distances or have recently
started running and also wish
to change their way of life, to
become more active. It is a 14
km race with 600m positive/
negative gain, with the start and
the finish line in Moieciu de Sus.
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EcoKids
The EcoMarathon route is marked only
during the event, and it is subject to change
depending on weather and other factors.
Parts of the EcoMarathon route coincide
with parts of the eco-tourism routes from
the Fundata - Moieciu de Sus area which
are described in this guide (T4, T6, T8, T9).
Considering that parts of the EcoMarathon
route are on private properties, on
meadows and pastures, we recommend
going though the full route only during
competition period, without diverting from
the tracks and roads, and respecting the
natural environment and its people.

The EcoKids race is competition
designed for children.
Depending on the age groups,
the children will run different
distances, with the start and the
finish line in Moieciu de Sus.
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Mountain Running – Piatra Craiului Marathon

Every year, at the beginning
of October, the Piatra Craiului
Marathon race takes place and it is
one of the most popular mountain
running competitions in Romania.
It is the race that circles the Piatra
Craiului ridge, with spectacular
scenery, challenging climbs and
alpine areas. The competition is
part of the Carpathian Man series.
Details: www.carpathianman.ro
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Mountain bike – 4 Mountains

Mountainbike marathon ... a stage
race ... Iezer-Păpușa, Leaota, Piatra
Craiului and Bucegi... 4 mountains, 4
days, 4 spectacular tracks! And all this
in a team!
Bike 4Mountains is a difficult and
demanding race, which requires
constant attention and experience
participating in similar races. It is a
competition with tough ascents and
technical descents, at times pushing
and carrying the bike, on single
trail and on roads with traffic, on
dirt tracks or grass, crossing rivers,
asphalt or roots, it is a race that will
inspire diverse experiences.
Details: www.carpathianman.ro
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Alpine hiking – Piatra Craiului Mountains
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Alpine hiking – Bucegi Mountains
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Centrul de Ecologie Montană (CEM), in partnership
with the Fundata Town Hall, implemented during
March 2015 - April 2016, the project Conservation
of agro-pastoral landscape and biodiversity in the
Fundata and Moieciu de Sus area financed by EEA
grants 2009 – 2014, through the NGO Fund in
Romania, Sustainable Development component.
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